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• S&P Global Ratings reviewed its long-term issuer credit ratings on TMG,
Aichi, and Osaka following the revision to positive from stable of the
outlook on the sovereign rating on Japan.

• We are revising to positive from stable our outlooks on the long-term
issuer credit ratings on TMG, Aichi, and Osaka. We are affirming our
issuer credit ratings on the three LRGs.

• We do not believe the ratings on TMG, Aichi, and Osaka will exceed the
sovereign ratings on Japan because we think the creditworthiness of
Japanese local and regional governments would be strongly affected under
a stress scenario in which the sovereign defaults.

TOKYO (S&P Global Ratings) April 16, 2018--S&P Global Ratings today said it
has revised to positive from stable the outlooks on its long-term issuer
credit ratings on Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG), Prefecture of Aichi
(Aichi), and City of Osaka (Osaka). At the same time, we affirmed the 'A+'
long-term issuer credit ratings on the three local and regional governments
(LRGs). We also affirmed the 'A-1' short-term issuer credit ratings on Aichi
and Osaka.

The rating actions follow our revision of the outlook on the sovereign credit
rating on Japan (A+/Positive/A-1) (see "Japan Outlook Revised To Positive As
Stronger Economy Sets The Stage For Fiscal Improvement; 'A+/A-1' Ratings
Affirmed," published April 13, 2018). We revised the outlooks on TMG, Aichi,
and Osaka to positive, the same as the outlook on Japan. Our long-term issuer
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credit ratings on the three LRGs are also the same as the long-term sovereign
credit rating on Japan.

The stand-alone credit profiles (SACPs) for the three LRGs are currently above
our sovereign credit rating on Japan. However, we do not believe the ratings
on the three LRGs will exceed the sovereign ratings on Japan because we think
the creditworthiness of Japanese LRGs would be strongly affected under a
stress scenario in which the sovereign defaults.

LRGs in Japan have limited financial flexibility due to the nation's
centralized tax structure and their rigidly defined mandatory expenses. LRGs
also rely heavily on the domestic bond market for financing; the viability of
their financing in the domestic bond market is fundamentally rooted in market
confidence in Japanese government bonds. In addition, given Japanese LRGs
generally have high levels of debt, a stressed banking system under a
sovereign default scenario would likely lead to extreme pressure to repay debt
in a timely manner. In light of these elements, we do not believe the ratings
on Japan's LRGs will exceed the sovereign ratings on Japan unless the
operating environment changes drastically, allowing LRGs to carry out
financial management with more autonomy and independence.

The positive outlooks on the three LRGs' issuer credit ratings reflect the
outlook on the long-term sovereign credit rating on Japan. We may consider
upgrading the three LRGs if we raise the long-term rating on Japan.
Conversely, we are more likely to downgrade the three LRGs or revise downward
the outlooks on them if we downgrade the sovereign rating on Japan or make a
downward revision to the outlook on Japan.

RATINGS LIST
Outlook Actions; Ratings Affirmed

To From
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Issuer Credit Rating A+/Positive/-- A+/Stable/--

Aichi (Prefecture of)
Issuer Credit Rating A+/Positive/A-1 A+/Stable/A-1

Osaka (City of)
Issuer Credit Rating A+/Positive/A-1 A+/Stable/A-1

RELATED CRITERIA
• Methodology For Rating Non-U.S. Local And Regional Governments, June 30,
2014

• Methodology And Assumptions For Analyzing The Liquidity Of Non-U.S. Local
And Regional Governments And Related Entities And For Rating Their
Commercial Paper Programs, Oct. 15, 2009

• Methodology For Linking Long-Term And Short-Term Ratings, April 7, 2017
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• Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009

RELATED RESEARCH
• Public Finance System Overview: Japanese Prefectures And Cities, Feb. 17,
2016

• 2016 Annual Non-U.S. Local And Regional Government Default Study And
Rating Transitions, May 8, 2017

A Japanese-language version of this media release is available on S&P Global
Research Online at www.researchonline.jp, or via CreditWire Japan on Bloomberg
Professional at SPCJ <GO>. Certain terms used in this report, particularly
certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors, have
specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be
read in conjunction with such criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at
www.standardandpoors.com for further information. Complete ratings
information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com.
All ratings affected by this rating action can be found on the S&P Global
Ratings public website at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box
located in the left column.
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